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e role of transport velocity in
biomotor-powered microtubule spool assembly†

Amanda J. Tan,a Dail E. Chapman,b Linda S. Hirsta and Jing Xu*a
We examined the sensitivity of microtubule spools to transport

velocity. Perhaps surprisingly, we determined that the steady-state

number and size of spools remained constant over a seven-fold

range of velocities. Our data on the kinetics of spool assembly

further suggest that the main mechanisms underlying spool growth

vary during assembly.

Introduction

The emerging eld of active matter, in which the elements of
a material consume energy to move relative to each other, has
recently focused on biological examples in cell-free systems.1,2

An example of active behavior can be seen in gliding assays in
which biopolymers are transported, or “glide”, across a bio-
motor-decorated surface.1 Biomotors are protein machines
that convert chemical energy stored in adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) into mechanical motion to transport materials in cells.3

Biopolymers such as microtubules are molecular roads for
biomotor-powered transport in cells.4 Biomotors and their
biopolymer roads are fundamental building blocks of
eukaryotic life; they are critical for maintaining cell function,
as well as for controlling cell shape and cell movement.3,5,6

There is increasing interest in using these biological building
blocks to assemble higher-order structures for bioengineering
applications.

Spooling is an example of biomotor-propelled active
assembly in which linear microtubules formmicron-sized, ring-
shaped structures, called “spools”.7,8 To generate spools, biotin-
functionalized microtubules are used in standard gliding
assays, and additional streptavidin molecules are added to
introduce “sticky” interactions between microtubules (Fig. 1,
Mov. S1, and Experimental section in the ESI†). Biomotor-
powered microtubule spools represent a promising model for
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engineering biological transducers, as they convert chemical
energy input into mechanical energy (to bend microtubules) as
well as kinetic energy (to sustain spool rotation).

To date, several factors have been found to impact spool
assembly, including motor density,9 microtubule length and
rigidity,10 the density and interaction strength between micro-
tubules,11,12 ow cell material,13–15 and step-wise assembly
conditions.16 The role of microtubule transport velocity in spool
assembly, however, has remained unclear.

Previous studies suggested a role of transport velocity in
spool assembly.9,12,17,18 First, transport velocity appeared to
inuence the number of assembled spools, as fewer spools
formed at lower transport velocity.12 However, this effect may
reect a lower kinetic rate of spool assembly rather than
a smaller probability of spool formation, as spool assembly was
characterized at a single time point (15 min) aer initiating
spool assembly. Second, transport velocity appeared to inu-
ence the morphology of microtubule assembly.17 At lower
Fig. 1 Schematic of microtubule spooling experiments (not to scale).
Biomotors such as kinesins transport microtubules across the flow-
cell surface. Streptavidin was introduced to act as a nano-“adhesive”
between microtubules, as previously described.7,8
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Fig. 2 Kinetics of spool assembly at distinct transport velocities. (a)
Representative images taken at v ¼ 31 � 1 nm s�1 (0.05 mM ATP) and v
¼ 222 � 9 nm s�1 (1.0 mM ATP). (b) The average number of spools
assembled within our field of view, measured as a function of time for
three transport velocities. Error bars, standard error. Dashed line, best
fit to the asymptotic function A(1 � e�t/s). s, best-fit time constant. A,
best-fit asymptotic number of assembled spools. (c) Heatmap of spool
number as a function of time and transport velocity.
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transport velocities, a transient state in which microtubules
form long linear bundles, in addition to spools, was observed.17

Whether/how such changes in assembly morphology impact the
properties of spools assembled at the lower transport velocity
has remained unclear. Finally, transport velocity can impact the
number of biomotors simultaneously available to propel
microtubules.18 Because this motor number can affect both the
size and the number of assembled spools,9 we hypothesized
that spool size and/or number is inuenced by transport
velocity. To test this hypothesis, we examined the role of
microtubule transport velocity in spool assembly, both in terms
of assembly kinetics and the properties of spools at steady state
(Fig. 2 and 3).

Results and discussions
Transport velocity inuences the rate of spool assembly

We rst examined the kinetics of spool assembly for different
transport velocities (Fig. 2). We used the major microtubule-
based biomotor, kinesin-1, to power spool assembly. In order
to tune microtubule transport velocity, we varied the concen-
tration of ATP in our ow cell as in previous studies,12,19–21 and
carried out spooling experiments under otherwise identical
conditions (Fig. S1†). In order to keep the ATP concentration
(and thus the transport velocity) constant throughout each
79144 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 79143–79146
experiment, we used an ATP regeneration system as previously
reported.21–23 For each transport velocity, we measured the
number of spools assembled as a function of observation time
for up to 2 h aer the introduction of ATP into the ow cell
(Fig. 2a). Our observation time was limited to 2 h because we
detected substantial deterioration/breakage of microtubules in
our eld of view at �2 h (data not shown). Such deterioration of
gliding microtubules is consistent with the progressive loss of
microtubules (“molecular wear”) reported previously24 for
similar experimental systems.

We found that a non-zero transport velocity is necessary for
the active assembly of microtubules into spools (Fig. 2a). Before
ATP was introduced into the ow cell, the microtubules
remained static and isolated in our eld of view (Fig. 2a). This
observation is perhaps not surprising because biomotors rely
on ATP hydrolysis to propel microtubules;19,20 some level of
microtubule gliding should be necessary to reduce the inter-
action distance between them and to allow spool assembly.
Although the mechanisms underlying spool formation are not
fully understood, all current models13,25 implicitly require that
the microtubules glide at a nite velocity. Consistent with this
notion, once microtubule gliding was initiated (via the intro-
duction of ATP), we observed clear spool assembly (Fig. 2a).

We found that the kinetics of spool formation differed
substantially between transport velocities (Fig. 2b). At satu-
rating ATP and thus maximum transport velocity (Fig. 2b(iii)),
we detected a nonlinear dependence of spool number on
assembly time. The number of assembled spools reached
a maximum at �15 min, before reducing by�20% over the next
�40 min and remaining approximately constant thereaer
(Fig. 2b(iii)). This non-linear behavior is consistent with
a previously reported metastable stage26 and indicates that
spools can disassemble to some extent before assembly reaches
a steady state. At the lower velocities tested (31 � 1 nm s�1 and
190 � 2 nm s�1, Fig. 2b), we did not observe any clear meta-
stable stage. Instead, the kinetics of spool assembly were well
characterized by the asymptotic function, A(1 � e�t/s) (Fig. 2b(i
and ii)). Independent of the metastable stage, our data
demonstrate that the rate of spool assembly depends strongly
on microtubule transport velocity, with the best-t time
constant (s, Fig. 2b) for spool number decreasing with
increasing transport velocity (s ¼ 29 � 10 min in Fig. 2b(i) vs. s
¼ 3 � 2 min in Fig. 2b(iii)). Thus, the dependence of spool
number on transport velocity reported previously12 reects at
least in part the slower kinetic rates of spool assembly at lower
transport velocities.
Transport velocity does not inuence spool density at steady
state

We did not observe any signicant inuence of transport
velocity on the steady-state number of assembled spools (Fig. 2b
and c). The asymptotic numbers of spools assembled at the
lower velocities (15–18 spools, Fig. 2b(i and ii)) are in good
agreement with the steady-state number of spools assembled at
the maximum transport velocity (�16 spools, Fig. 2b(iii)). To
account for the possibility that spool assembly did not reach
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 3 Effect of transport velocity on spool circumference. (a) Spool
circumference as a function of assembly time for three transport
velocities. Error bars, standard error. Dashed line, best fit to the
asymptotic function A(1 � e�t/s). s, best-fit time constant. A, best-fit
asymptotic value for spool circumference. (b) Heat map of spool
circumference as a function of time and transport velocity.
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steady state (for example, Fig. 2b(i)), we examined how transport
velocity inuenced the number of spools assembled at the same
time point (Fig. 2c), and how this dependence varied as a func-
tion of time (Fig. 2c). We found that the impact of transport
velocity on spool number varied substantially with assembly
time. Within the rst �40 min of assembly, the number of
assembled spools increased signicantly with increasing
transport velocity (for example, 15 min, Fig. 2c). This observa-
tion is in good agreement with a previous report by Liu et al.12

However, the inuence of transport velocity on spool number
became less pronounced with increasing assembly time (for
example, 60 min, Fig. 2c). For times $60 min and within the
statistical power of our experiments, we did not observe any
signicant dependence of spool number on transport velocity
(Fig. 2c).

Taken together, our data indicate that the steady-state
number of spools is not inuenced by transport velocity. In
other words, microtubules need to be propelled to be within an
interaction distance from each other, but the speed at which
they are propelled is not critical and does not impact their
eventual assembly into higher-order structures (spools).

Transport velocity inuences spool size during initial
assembly

We next examined how spool circumference varied as a function
of assembly time (Fig. 3). Perhaps surprisingly, for all velocities
tested, spool size increased substantially with increasing time.
For example, at a velocity of 190 � 2 nm s�1, the mean
circumference of assembled spools at 90 min was �2.8 fold
larger than that measured at 5 min (17 � 1 mm at 90 min vs. 6 �
1 mm at 5 min, Fig. 3a(ii)).

What underlies the observed increase in spool size with time
(Fig. 3a)? The circumference of individual spools may relax/
increase over time, perhaps via relative shearing of the micro-
tubules against each other aer they are assembled into spools.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
Such relaxation would highlight the dynamic nature of micro-
tubule assembly, as suggested by the presence of a metastable
stage at the fastest transport velocity (�15 min in Fig. 2b(iii);
reported previously26). However, we did not detect any
substantial difference in spool circumference over the same
time course (�15min vs. >60min, Fig. 3a(iii)). Thus, our data do
not directly support this relaxation model. Instead, our data are
consistent with a model in which spools can disassemble but
spool size is predominantly determined upon nucleation. This
model is consistent with the recent nding that spool size is
strongly related to the specic mechanism of assembly.13

We speculate that a smaller initial spool size reects the
close proximity of microtubules at the beginning of assembly
(0 min, Fig. 2a): spool size is limited by the presence of micro-
tubules surrounding the spools. This connement effect is
proposed to underlie spool assembly,13,17,25 and was previously
demonstrated to induce a transient loop of “non-sticky”
microtubules (lacking biotin–streptavidin-mediated adhesive
interactions) during gliding.23 In this scenario, because the
microtubules can bundle and spool at faster rates at higher
transport velocities (Fig. 2), we expect the magnitude of the
connement effect to decrease and the spool size to increase
with increasing transport velocity. This prediction is consistent
with our experimental data, as we observed a�3 fold increase in
initial spool size over the range of transport velocities tested (3
� 1 mm in Fig. 3a(i) vs. 9 � 1 mm in Fig. 3a(iii)).
Transport velocity does not inuence spool size at steady state

We found that, with increasing assembly time, the average
circumference of spools approached similar asymptotic values
for all transport velocities tested (14–18 mm, Fig. 3a). This
nding is consistent with our speculation of a connement
effect during the initial stage of spool assembly. Because the
number of assembled spools increases over time (Fig. 2b and c),
most spools are assembled at a later time and are thus mini-
mally conned by the spatial proximity between neighboring
microtubules. Taken together, our data suggest that the
connement effect is an important factor for initiating spool
assembly, and that the mechanisms underlying spool assembly
can change with increasing assembly time (likely due to
changing spatial proximity of microtubules in the assay).

We did not detect a substantial or consistent effect of
transport velocity on spool circumference at any single
assembly time point, for times $30 min (Fig. 3b). Thus, within
the statistical power of our experiments, the steady-state size of
spools is not substantially inuenced by transport velocity.

Taken together, our ndings suggest that the maximum
force produced by a group of biomotors (kinesins) is not
sensitive to transport velocity. Biomotors must exert force to
bend the microtubule from its linear form to the curved struc-
ture in spools. Because the microtubule is highly rigid,4,27,28 the
maximum force that biomotors exert to bend microtubules
critically determines the size of microtubule spools, regardless
of the propelling rate. Since we did not detect any sensitivity of
spool size to transport velocity (Fig. 3), the maximum force
exerted by the biomotors to propel microtubules must remain
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 79143–79146 | 79145
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approximately constant over the �7 fold range of transport
velocities tested here (31–222 nm s�1). This nding is somewhat
surprising given a previous report that the number of kinesins
simultaneously bound to the microtubule is inversely tuned by
transport velocity,18 and given other reports that the force
propelling each microtubule depends on the number of bio-
motors present.29,30 We speculate that transport velocity inu-
ences the relative probability of maximal versus intermediate
force production by a group of kinesin biomotors. We are
working on future optical-trapping studies to examine this
potential effect of transport velocity on force production by
groups of biomotors.

Conclusions

Here we examined the role of transport velocity in the active
assembly of microtubule spools, using a cell-free system in
whichmicrotubules were propelled by biomotors (kinesins). We
found that transport velocity inuences the kinetics of spool
assembly, but not the steady-state properties of assembled
spools. Specically, transport velocity inuences the rate of
spool assembly and the size of spools during initial assembly,
but does not alter the number or size of assembled spools at
steady state. Our data suggest that the connement effect is an
important factor in initiating spool assembly, and that the main
mechanisms underlying spool assembly may vary during
assembly.
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